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PEGGY E. CHAUDHRY, PH.D.* 
#URBING #ONSUMER #OMPLICITY FOR #OUNTERFEITS IN
A $IGITAL %NVIRONMENT
I. INTRODUCTION 
The global protection of intellectual property rights on THE )NTERNET IS A
PROBLEM THAT INVOLVES BUSINESS MANAGERS GOVERNMENT POLICYMAKERS AND LEGAL
ADVISORS 4HE USE OF THE WEB PROVIDES A PORTAL FOR ANY CONSUMER TO DISCOVER
MARKETS GATHER INFORMATION AND CONDUCT TRANSACTIONS (OWEVER THE GROWTH OF
THIS DIGITAL NETWORK ALLOWS UNSCRUPULOUS CONSUMERS TO DISREGARD A FIRMS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND OBTAIN FAKE PRODUCTS THROUGH DOWNLOADING 4HE
OVERALL POSITIVE GROWTH IN GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY SUCH AS )NTERNET PENETRATION RATES HAS
ALSO PARADOXICALLY CREATED A LUCRATIVE DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL FOR THE COUNTERFEIT TRADE
THAT WITH THE CONTINUAL ADVENT OF NEW WEB TECHNOLOGY SUCH AS STREAMING HAS
CREATED A QUAGMIRE FOR ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES !CCORDING TO THE )NTERNET 7ORLD
3TATS
Ú  0EGGY % #HAUDHRY
THE PERCENT OF THE  GLOBAL POPULATION DISTRIBUTION OF )NTERNET USERS IN THE
WORLD IS COMPRISED OF THESE REGIONS !SIA 	 %UROPE 	 .ORTH !MERICA

 0EGGY % #HAUDHRY IS AN !SSOCIATE 0ROFESSOR OF )NTERNATIONAL "USINESS AT THE 6ILLANOVA 3CHOOL OF
"USINESS 6ILLANOVA 0ENNSYLVANIA
 3EE 7),,)!- !.$2%73 3!(,-!. 4(% %.42%02%.%52)!, 6%.452% 2%!$).'3 3%,%#4%$  ND ED
	 EXPLAINING THAT THE )NTERNET PROVIDES OPPORTUNITIES hFOR DIRECT UBIQUITOUS TO LINKS TO ANYONE ANYWHERE
;ALLOWING= COMPANIES ;TO= BUILD INTERACTIVE RELATIONSHIPS WITH CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIES AND DELIVER NEW PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES AT VERY LOW COSTv	
 3EE $EBRA 7ONG 9ANG  "RIAN - (OFFSTADT #OUNTERING THE #YBER#RIME 4HREAT  !- #2)- , 2%6
  	 EXPLAINING THAT THE ENTERTAINMENT AND SOFTWARE INDUSTRIES ARE FREQUENT VICTIMS OF CYBER CRIME
THROUGH THE ILLEGAL DOWNLOADING COPYING AND ONLINE DISTRIBUTION OF COPYRIGHTED MATERIALS	 *ASON * ,UNARDI
.OTE 'UERILLA 6IDEO 0OTENTIAL #OPYRIGHT ,IABILITY FOR 7EBSITES 4HAT )NDEX ,INKS TO 5NAUTHORIZED 3TREAMING
#ONTENT  &/2$(!- ).4%,, 02/0 -%$)!  %.4 ,*  n 	 DISCUSSING STREAMING VIDEOS
INCREASE IN POPULARITY AND THE EASE WITH WHICH WEBSITES CAN POST INFRINGING CONTENT	
 3EE ,UNARDI SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING THE EASE AT WHICH NEW VIDEO STREAMING WEBSITES EMERGE
ONCE OTHERS ARE SHUT DOWN	 3ANJAY *AIN $IGITAL 0IRACY ! #OMPETITIVE !NALYSIS  -+4' 3#)   	
h7ITH THE GROWTH OF THE )NTERNET PIRACY IS BECOMING EVEN MORE PREVALENT BECAUSE COPYING OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTIES IS BECOMING EASIER AND MORE DIFFICULT TO PREVENTv	 #F 9ANG  (OFFSTADT SUPRA NOTE  AT 
DISCUSSING THE POLICY CONSIDERATIONS OF hWHO SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR PROTECTING !MERICAN INDUSTRY AGAINST
CYBERATTACKS AND    WHO SHOULD BEAR THE LOSSES ASSOCIATED WITH SUCH ATTACKSv	 EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	
 3EE ).4%2.%4 7/2,$ 34!43 53!'% !.$ 0/05,!4)/. 34!4)34)#3 HTTPWWWINTERNETWORLDSTATSCOM
LAST UPDATED !UG  	 REVIEWING CURRENT STATISTICS ON THE )NTERNET AND WORLD )NTERNET PENETRATION DATA	
#JG7>C< #DCHJB:G #DBEA>8>IN ;DG #DJCI:G;:>IH
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	 ,ATIN !MERICA#ARIBBEAN 	 !FRICA 	 THE -IDDLE %AST 	
AND /CEANIA!USTRALIA 	 (OWEVER A CLOSER LOOK AT THESE STATISTICS REVEALS THAT
THE REGIONS OF !FRICA THE -IDDLE %AST AND ,ATIN !MERICA ARE THE FASTEST EMERGENT
MARKETS WITH GROWTH RATES OF OVER  PERCENT IN THE PAST DECADE
4HE AUGMENTATION OF LEGISLATION DESIGNED TO CURB )NTERNET PIRACY SUCH AS THE
$IGITAL -ILLENNIUM #OPYRIGHT !CT $-#!	 HAS IGNITED CONTROVERSY SURROUNDING
ITS ENFORCEMENT ESPECIALLY REGARDING THE hSAFE HARBORv PROVISIONS 4HE DIVERGENT
OUTCOMES OF THE LITIGATION FILED AGAINST E"AY FOR SELLING COUNTERFEIT GOODS AT ITS
)NTERNET AUCTION SITE BY BOTH 4IFFANYS AND ,OUIS 6UITTON IS TESTIMONY TO THE
DILEMMA FACING FIRMS THAT GOODS ARE SOLD BY WAY OF THE )NTERNET )N *ULY  AFTER
FOUR YEARS IN THE 53 COURT SYSTEM A 53 JUDGE RULED THAT E"AY WAS NOT LIABLE
REGARDING COUNTERFEIT JEWELRY SOLD AT ITS SITE (OWEVER IN *UNE  A &RENCH
COURT AWARDED ,OUIS 6UITTON æ MILLION FOR E"AYS FAILURE TO BLOCK THE SALE OF ITS
LUXURY GOOD ITEMS
!CCORDING TO THE "USINESS 3OFTWARE !LLIANCE "3!	
 )NTERNET 5SERS IN THE 7ORLD $ISTRIBUTION BY 7ORLD 2EGIONS   ).4%2.%4 7/2,$ 34!43 53!'% !.$
0/05,!4)/. 34!4)34)#3 -AR  	 HTTPWWWINTERNETWORLDSTATSCOMSTATSHTM ;HEREINAFTER )NTERNET
7ORLD 3TATS 0ENETRATION 2ATE 3URVEY = REPORTING THE RESULTS OF  )NTERNET USERS ON -ARCH 
	
THE CONSUMPTION OF FAKE
COMPUTER SOFTWARE IS RELATED TO A VARIETY OF FACTORS THAT INCLUDE CONSUMER
EDUCATION ENFORCEMENT OF THE LAWS PROTECTING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND THE
 3EE ID REPORTING INTERNET USAGE FOR !FRICA  -IDDLE %AST  AND ,ATIN !MERICA
	
 $IGITAL -ILLENNIUM #OPYRIGHT !CT 0UB , .O   3TAT  	 ;HEREINAFTER $-#!=
SEE ALSO %XECUTIVE 3UMMARY $IGITAL -ILLENNIUM #OPYRIGHT !CT 53 #/092)'(4 /&&)#% HTTPWWWCOPYRIGHT
GOVREPORTSSTUDIESDMCADMCA?EXECUTIVEHTML LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 SUMMARIZING HOW THE $-#!
ADDRESSES INFRINGEMENT IN A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT	
 3EE 4REVOR #LOAK .OTE 4HE $IGITAL 4ITANIC 4HE 3INKING OF 9OU4UBECOM IN THE $-#!S 3AFE (ARBOR
 6!.$ , 2%6  n 	 DISCUSSING THE $-#!S SAFE HARBOR PROVISIONS VAGUE LANGUAGE AND
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO MULTIPLE INTERPRETATIONS	 4HE SAFE HARBOR PROVISIONS OF THE $-#! PROTECT )NTERNET SERVICE
PROVIDERS FROM LIABILITY IN COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT CLAIMS SO LONG AS THEY MEET CERTAIN QUALIFICATIONS )D AT 
SEE ALSO  53# e  	 EXPLAINING THE ACTIVITIES WHICH WILL QUALIFY )NTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS FOR
LIMITATIONS ON LIABILITY	
 3EE 4IFFANY .*	 )NC V E"AY )NC  & 3UPP D   3$.9 	 AFFD IN PART  &D 
D #IR 	 AFFIRMING THAT E"AY WAS NOT LIABLE FOR DIRECT TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT IN ALLOWING COUNTERFEIT
JEWELRY TO BE SOLD IN ITS INTERNETBASED AUCTION MARKETPLACE	 4HE 3ECOND #IRCUIT REMANDED 4IFFANYS CAUSE OF
ACTION FOR FALSE ADVERTISING 4IFFANY .*	 )NC  &D AT  "UT SEE 3! ,OUIS 6UITTON -ALLETEIR V E"AY )NC
4RIBUNAL DE #OMMERCE ;4#= ;COMMERCIAL COURT= 0ARIS *UNE   &IRST 3ECTION " .O  AVAILABLE
AT HTTPWWWLEGALISNETSPIPPHPPAGEJURISPRUDENCEDECISIONID?ARTICLE ORDERING E"AY TO PAY OVER
æ MILLION IN DAMAGES TO &RENCH MANUFACTURERS FOR ALLOWING THE SALE OF COUNTERFEIT PRODUCTS	 SEE ALSO %LIZABETH
+ ,EVIN .OTE ! 3AFE (ARBOR &OR 4RADEMARK 2EEVALUATING 3ECONDARY 4RADEMARK ,IABILITY !FTER 4IFFANY V E"AY
 "%2+%,%9 4%#( ,*  n 	 COMPARING E"AYS LIABILITY FOR SELLING COUNTERFEIT PRODUCTS IN COURTS
IN %UROPE AND IN THE 5NITED 3TATES	
 4IFFANY  & 3UPP D AT 
 3! ,OUIS 6UITTON -ALLETEIR &IRST 3ECTION " .O  SEE ALSO $OREEN #ARVAJAL &RENCH #OURT
4ELLS E"AY TO 0AY FOR #OUNTERFEITS .9 4)-%3 *ULY   AT # DESCRIBING THE &RENCH COURTS ORDER THAT E"AY
PAY æ MILLION NEARLY  MILLION TO -OET (ENNESSY ,OUIS 6UITTON	
 "53 3/&47!2% !,,)!.#% HTTPWWWBSAORG LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
0:<<N % #=6J9=GN 0=$
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SIMPLICITY OF RETRIEVING PIRATED SOFTWARE )N PREVIOUS STUDIES THE "3! HAS ALSO
REPORTED THE ROLE THAT CULTURE INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS AND GEOGRAPHY CAN PLAY IN
CURBING SOFTWARE PIRACY /BVIOUSLY THE INCREASED USE OF THE )NTERNET BROADBAND
ACCESS AND PEERTOPEER NETWORKING IN EMERGING MARKETS SUCH AS "RAZIL 2USSIA
)NDIA AND #HINA "2)#	 HAVE AFFECTED THE GROWTH OF DIGITAL PIRACY
)N  THE "3! TRADE ALLIANCE REPORTED IN ITS %IGHTH !NNUAL "3! 'LOBAL 3OFTWARE
0IRACY 3TUDY THAT AN ESTIMATE OF  BILLION OF SOFTWARE WAS ILLEGALLY OBTAINED IN
 WITH AN OVERALL  GLOBAL PIRACY RATE 4HE "3! CAUTIONS THE GROWTH IN
SOFTWARE PIRACY IN EMERGING MARKETS BY REPORTING THAT h;J=UST SIX YEARS AGO THE
COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE 0# SOFTWARE THAT WAS BEING PIRATED IN EMERGING ECONOMIES
ACCOUNTED FOR LESS THAN A THIRD OF THE WORLD TOTAL ,AST YEAR ;= IT ACCOUNTED FOR
MORE THAN HALF   BILLIONv
;4=HE BASIC METHOD FOR COMING UP WITH THE PIRACY RATE AND COMMERCIAL
VALUE OF UNLICENSED SOFTWARE IN A COUNTRY IS AS FOLLOWS 	 $ETERMINE HOW
MUCH 0# SOFTWARE WAS DEPLOYED DURING THE YEAR 	 $ETERMINE HOW MUCH
WAS PAID FOR OR OTHERWISE LEGALLY ACQUIRED DURING THE YEAR AND 	 3UBTRACT
ONE FROM THE OTHER TO GET THE AMOUNT OF UNLICENSED SOFTWARE /NCE THE
AMOUNT OF UNLICENSED SOFTWARE IS KNOWN THE 0# SOFTWARE PIRACY RATE IS
COMPUTED AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL SOFTWARE INSTALLED
!CCORDING TO THE "3!

)N THE NEXT TWO SECTIONS OF THIS ARTICLE A BRIEF REVIEW OF A RECENT CASE AGAINST "RITISH
4ELECOM IN THE 5NITED +INGDOM 5+	 AND THE PENDING LEGISLATION IN THE 5NITED
3TATES 4HE #OMMERCIAL &ELONY 3TREAMING !CT 3 	 IS GIVEN TO HIGHLIGHT RECENT
EVENTS DESIGNED TO CURB CONSUMER COMPLICITY IN A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT
 0%''9 #(!5$(29  !,!. 3 :)--%2-!. 4(% %#/./-)#3 /& #/5.4%2&%)4 42!$% '/6%2.-%.43
#/.35-%23 0)2!4%3 !.$ ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 2)'(43  	 3EE 4HIRD !NNUAL "3! AND )$# 'LOBAL
3OFTWARE 0IRACY 3TUDY "53 3/&47!2% !,,)!.#% AT  -AY 	 HTTPWWWBSAORGCOUNTRY2ESEARCH
AND3TATISTICS^MEDIA#$!$#"#""&!"ASHX ;HEREINAFTER 4HIRD !NNUAL "3!
3URVEY=
 #(!5$(29  :)--%2-!. SUPRA NOTE  AT  3EE 4HIRD !NNUAL "3! 3URVEY SUPRA NOTE  AT 
h7E ALSO SEE ISSUES SUCH AS CULTURE INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS AND EVEN GEOGRAPHY HAVING AN IMPACT ON THE
ABILITY OF COUNTRIES TO DECREASE PIRACYv	
 #(!5$(29  :)--%2-!. SUPRA NOTE  AT  3EE 4HIRD !NNUAL "3! 3URVEY SUPRA NOTE  AT 
PREDICTING THAT OVER  MILLION NEW )NTERNET USERS WILL EMERGE FROM #HINA )NDIA AND 2USSIA BY THE END OF
	 SEE ALSO %IGHTH !NNUAL "3! 'LOBAL 3OFTWARE  0IRACY 3TUDY "53 3/&47!2% !,,)!.#% AT n  -AY
	 HTTPPORTALBSAORGGLOBALPIRACY INDEXHTML ;HEREINAFTER %IGHTH !NNUAL "3! 3URVEY= COMPARING
MATURE MARKETS SUCH AS THE 53 AND *APAN WITH EMERGING MARKETS SUCH AS hTHE SOCALLED @"2)# ECONOMIES OF
"RAZIL 2USSIA )NDIA AND #HINA WHICH ARE THE WORLDS FASTESTGROWING TECHNOLOGY MARKETS BUT ALSO HOME TO
RAMPANT PIRACYv	
 %IGHTH !NNUAL "3! 3URVEY SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 &OR AN INDEPTH OVERVIEW OF 53 LEGISLATION IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ENFORCEMENT SEE THE REPORTS
/&&)#% /& 4(% )0%# %8%# /&&)#% /& 4(% 02%3)$%.4  53 ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 %.&/2#%-%.4
#//2$).!4/2 !.. 2%0/24 /. ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 %.&/2#%-%.4 	 HTTPWWWWHITEHOUSEGOV
SITESDEFAULTFILESOMB)0%#IPEC?ANNUAL?REPORT?FEBPDF AND /&&)#% /& 4(% )0%# %8%# /&&)#% /& 4(%
#JG7>C< #DCHJB:G #DBEA>8>IN ;DG #DJCI:G;:>IH
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II. THE ROLE OF AN INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER TO REDUCE COMPLICITY: 
THE CASE OF BRITISH TELECOM IN THE UK 
)N  *ONATHAN &ILDES OF THE "RITISH "ROADCASTING #ORPORATION ""#	 IN THE 5+
REPORTED ON THE DILEMMA OF LITIGATING AGAINST )NTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS AS A WAY OF
MONITORING CONSUMERS ILLEGAL ACTIVITY ON THE WEB AND "RITISH 4ELECOMMUNICATIONS
"4	 SEEKING A TEMPORARY MORATORIUM ON ASSISTING ANTIPIRACY MEASURES
"ASICALLY ANTIPIRACY FIRMS HAVE BEEN PARTNERING WITH THE MUSIC AND FILM SECTOR TO
USE SOFTWARE TO MONITOR FILESHARING SITES TO IDENTIFY THE )NTERNET PROTOCOL )0	
ADDRESSES USED TO SHARE THE CONTENT OF THESE RIGHTSHOLDERS ,AW FIRMS IN THE 5+
CAN THEN APPLY FOR A COURT ORDER TO OBTAIN THE MAIL ADDRESS OF THESE CONSUMERS
WHOSE )0 ADDRESS HAS BEEN USED TO OBTAIN ILLEGAL CONTENT ON THE WEB ! LETTER IS
SENT TO THE ALLEGED PIRATE TO EITHER PAY A ONETIME FEE OR SETTLE IN A 5+ COURT 4HE
CONTROVERSY REPORTED BY &ILDES IS THAT AN )0 ADDRESS CAN BE SPOOFED AND DOES NOT
IDENTIFY A PERSONAL COMPUTER JUST AN )NTERNET CONNECTION THAT CAN BE SHARED BY
SEVERAL CONSUMERS hHIJACKEDv ANDOR USED WITHOUT CONSENT
/N *UNE   *OSH (ALLIDAY OF 4HE 'UARDIAN IN THE 5+ REPORTED ON THE
LANDMARK LEGAL CASE AGAINST "4 THE LARGEST )NTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER )30	 IN THE
5+ TO SHUT DOWN THE SITE .EWZBIN THAT ALLEGEDLY PROVIDES SEVERAL ILLICIT VERSIONS OF
FILMS SUCH AS 4HE +INGS 3PEECH
02%3)$%.4 !$-). 7()4% 0!0%2 /. ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 %.&/2#%-%.4 ,%')3 2%#/--%.$!4)/.3
	 HTTPWWWWHITEHOUSEGOVSITESDEFAULTFILESIP?WHITE?PAPERPDF ;HEREINAFTER !$-).7()4% 0!0%2=
4HE RECENT COURT CASE WAS LAUNCHED BY MAJOR
 3EE ALSO 0EGGY % #HAUDHRY ET AL 0IRACY IN #YBER 3PACE #ONSUMER #OMPLICITY 0IRATES AND %NTERPRISE
%NFORCEMENT  %.4%2 ).&/ 393   	 DISCUSSING THE $IGITAL -ILLENNIUM #OPYRIGHT !CT AND THE .O
%LECTRONIC 4HEFT !CT AS EXAMPLES OF LEGISLATION DESIGNED TO DETER PIRACY	
 *ONATHAN &ILDES "4 SEEKS MORATORIUM ON INTERNET PIRACY CASES ""# .%73 4%#( /CT   
0-	 HTTPWWWBBCCOUKNEWSTECHNOLOGY 4HE ARTICLE ALSO DISCUSSES HOW ANTIPIRACY FIRMS AND
RIGHTS HOLDERS USE CONSUMERS )NTERNET PROTOCOL )0	 ADDRESSES TO COMPILE LISTS OF DIGITAL PIRATES AND APPLY FOR
COURT ORDERS TO OBTAIN THEIR PHYSICAL ADDRESSES )D CITING 2ORY #ELLAN*ONES !#3,AW 4HE ,EAKED ,IST AND THE
$IGITAL %CONOMY !CT ""# .%73 $/42/29 3EPT    0-	 HTTPWWWBBCCOUKBLOGS
THEREPORTERSRORYCELLANJONESACSLAWHTML
 )D
 )D
 )D
 3EE ID h4HE ""# HAS BEEN CONTACTED BY A NUMBER OF PEOPLE SAYING THEY WERE WRONGLY ACCUSED BY ;A
LAW FIRM ATTEMPTING TO ENFORCE COPYRIGHTS=v	 !N )0 ADDRESS CAN GIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT INCOMPLETE OR
MISLEADING INFORMATION REGARDING WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ILLEGAL ACTIVITY 3EE-ARCIA (OFMANN7HY )0 !DDRESSES
!LONE $ONT )DENTIFY #RIMINALS %,%# &2/.4)%2 &/5.$ !UG  	 HTTPSWWWEFFORGDEEPLINKS
WHYIPADDRESSESALONEDONTIDENTIFYCRIMINALS STATING THAT AGENTS FROM )MMIGRATION AND #USTOMS
%NFORCEMENT CONDUCTING A CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION SEIZED AN INDIVIDUALS HARD DRIVES USING A WARRANT BASED ON HIS
)0 ADDRESS	 4HE INDIVIDUAL WAS ALLOWING OTHER CONSUMERS TO ROUTE THEIR TRAFFIC THROUGH HIS )0 ADDRESS SO THAT
THEY COULD HIDE THEIR )0 ADDRESSES )D 4HE AGENTS LATER RETURNED THE INDIVIDUALS PROPERTY AFTER THEY DETERMINED
HE WAS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CRIMINAL ACTIVITY IN QUESTION )D SEE ALSO %RNESTO 6AN DER 3AR 0IRATE "AY 4RICKS
!NTI0IRATES WITH &AKE 0EERS 4/22%.4&2%!+ /CT  	 HTTPSTORRENTFREAKCOMTHEPIRATEBAYTRICKS
ANTIPIRATESWITHFAKEPEERS NOTING THAT ONE TORRENT WEBSITE INSERTS FAKE )0 ADDRESSES WHEN A PROGRAM
REQUESTS A LIST OF CURRENT USERS	
 3EE *OSH (ALLIDAY &ILM 3TUDIOS 7ANT "4 TO "LOCK 7EBSITE /FFERING 4HE +INGS 3PEECH 4(% '5!2$)!.
*UNE    !-	 HTTPWWWGUARDIANCOUKTECHNOLOGYJUNBTNEWZBINKINGSSPEECH
EXPLAINING THAT THE WEBSITE .EWZBIN CONTAINED  PIRATED VERSIONS OF 4HE +INGS 3PEECH	 .EWZBIN AND ITS
0:<<N % #=6J9=GN 0=$
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FILM STUDIOS SUCH AS $ISNEY &OX AND 0ARAMOUNT 0ICTURES AND IS BEING REPRESENTED
BY THE -OTION 0ICTURE !SSOCIATION -0!	 4HE SITE .EWZBIN HAS AN ESTIMATED
 MEMBERS AND WAS REPORTED TO HAVE A PROFIT OF a MILLION BY PROVIDING
 FILMS AND  TELEVISION SHOWS )N JUST ONE MONTH THE FILM INDUSTRY
WON THIS LANDMARK CASE OF MAKING )NTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS SUCH AS "4 BLOCK
ACCESS TO THESE ILLICIT WEBSITES WITH THE (IGH #OURT JUDGE ORDERING "4 TO DISALLOW ITS
CUSTOMER ACCESS TO THE .EWZBIN SITE
;T=HE TEST CASE RESULT THE FIRST OF ITS KIND AGAINST AN )30 COULD NOW SEE OTHER
SITES BANNED AMID A MAJOR CRACKDOWN ON ONLINE PIRACY )T MEANS TENS OF
THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE WILL NO LONGER BE ABLE TO VISIT .EWZBIN WHICH IS HOSTED
ABROAD AND REPRESENTS A WATERSHED MOMENT OVER ACCESS TO DOWNLOADS
-ARK 0RIGG 3CIENCE AND 4ECHNOLOGY %DITOR
OF THE ,ONDON %VENING 3TANDARD ASSERTED THAT

III. THE COMMERCIAL FELONY STREAMING ACT IN THE UNITED STATES  
)N -ARCH  THE %XECUTIVE /FFICE OF THE 0RESIDENT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES PUBLISHED
ITS REPORT !DMINISTRATIONS 7HITE 0APER OF )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY %NFORCEMENT
,EGISLATIVE 2ECOMMENDATIONS THAT PROPOSED THREE LEGISLATIVE CHANGES TO ASSIST
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN BATTLING INFRINGEMENT AS FOLLOWS
	 #LARIFY THAT IN APPROPRIATE CIRCUMSTANCES INFRINGEMENT BY STREAMING OR
BY MEANS OF OTHER SIMILAR NEW TECHNOLOGY IS A FELONY 	 !UTHORIZE $(3
;$EPARTMENT OF (OMELAND 3ECURITY= AND ITS COMPONENT 53 #USTOMS AND
"ORDER 0ROTECTION #"0	 TO SHARE PRESEIZURE INFORMATION ABOUT AND
SAMPLES OF PRODUCTS AND DEVICES WITH RIGHT HOLDERS TO HELP $(3 TO
PREDECESSORSUCCESSOR .EWZBIN INDEX A PART OF THE )NTERNET CALLED 5SENET 3EE 4WENTIETH #ENTURY &OX &ILM
#ORP V "RITISH 4ELECOMMS 0,# ;= %7(#  #H	 ;= EXPLAINING THE DEVELOPMENT OF .EWZBIN	
.EWZBIN ALLOWS INDIVIDUALS TO SEE THE LOCATION OF COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL AND MEMBERS CAN DOWNLOAD AND CREATE
A FILE THAT LINKS TO COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL )D AT ;=n;= ;= /NCE THE FILE IS OPENED THE INDIVIDUAL CAN
DOWNLOAD THE ACTUAL COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL FROM ITS 5SENET LOCATION )D AT ;=n;= ;= ;=n;= .%7:").
HTTPWWWNEWZBINCOM LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 .EWZBIN .:" 3PECS .%7:"). HTTPDOCSNEWZBIN
COMINDEXPHP.EWZBIN.:"?3PECSPRINTABLEYES LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
 3EE 4WENTIETH #ENTURY &OX &ILM #ORP V "RITISH 4ELECOMMS 0,# ;= %7(#  #H	 ;=
EXPLAINING THAT THIS LAWSUIT WAS BROUGHT BY hSIX WELLKNOWN FILM PRODUCTION COMPANIES OR STUDIOS    ;AND=
ARE MEMBERS OF THE -OTION 0ICTURE !SSOCIATION OF !MERICA )NCv	 4HE APPLICANTS IN THIS CASE WERE 	
4WENTIETH #ENTURY &OX &ILM #ORPORATION 	 5NIVERSAL #ITY 3TUDIOS 0RODUCTIONS ,,,0 	 7ARNER "ROS
%NTERTAINMENT )NC 	 0ARAMOUNT 0ICTURES #ORPORATION 	 $ISNEY %NTERPRISES )NC AND 	 #OLUMBIA
0ICTURES )NDUSTRIES )NC )D
 3EE ID AT ;= h.EWZBIN ,TD HAD AROUND  MEMBERS    ;AND= HAD A TURNOVER IN EXCESS OF a
MILLION AND A PROFIT IN EXCESS OF av	 SEE ALSO (ALLIDAY SUPRA NOTE  h.EWZBIN CURRENTLY HELPS
DISTRIBUTE ABOUT  ILLEGAL VERSIONS OF FILMS AND  46 SHOWSv	
 3EE 4WENTIETH #ENTURY &OX &ILM #ORP V "RITISH 4ELECOMMS 0,# ;= %7(#  #H	 ;=n
;= ;= GRANTING THE PLAINTIFF STUDIOS REQUESTED ORDER THAT "4 PREVENT ITS CUSTOMERS FROM USING .EWZBIN
AND .EWZBIN	
 -ARK 0RIGG "4 /RDERED TO "LOCK &ILM 0IRACY 3ITE 4(% 34!.$!2$ *ULY  	 HTTPWWWTHIS
ISLONDONCOUKSTANDARDARTICLEFILMSTUDIOSAWAITLANDMARK)NTERNETPIRACYRULINGDO
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DETERMINE WHETHER THE PRODUCTS ARE INFRINGING OR THE DEVICES ARE
CIRCUMVENTION DEVICES AND 	 'IVE LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY TO SEEK A
WIRETAP FOR CRIMINAL COPYRIGHT AND TRADEMARK OFFENSES 
"ASED ON THE FIRST RECOMMENDATION 3ENATORS !MY +OBUCHAR *OHN #ORNYN AND
#HRISTOPHER #OONS HAVE SPONSORED 4HE #OMMERCIAL &ELONY 3TREAMING !CT THE !CT	
TO ADDRESS THE NEED TO MAKE THE ACT OF ILLEGALLY STREAMING COPYRIGHTED CONTENT A
FELONY
;W=HILE EXISTING LAW PROVIDES FELONY PENALTIES FOR WILLFUL COPYRIGHT
INFRINGEMENT SUCH PENALTIES ONLY APPLY TO DEFENDANTS WHO ILLEGALLY
REPRODUCE OR DISTRIBUTE COPYRIGHTED WORK $UE TO TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES
SINCE ENACTMENT OF THESE PENALTIES COPYRIGHTED CONTENT CAN NOW BE ILLEGALLY
STREAMED NOT JUST DOWNLOADED ONLINE (OWEVER IT IS UNCLEAR WHETHER
)NTERNET STREAMING CONSTITUTES DISTRIBUTION OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS AND
THEREFORE ELIGIBLE TO BE PROSECUTED AS A FELONY
4HE -OTION 0ICTURE !SSOCIATION OF !MERICA )NC DESCRIBED THE PROBLEM
THAT THIS NEW LEGISLATION ADDRESSES AS

3ANDRA !ISTARS %XECUTIVE $IRECTOR OF THE #OPYRIGHT !LLIANCE IN HER TESTIMONY TO
THE #OMMITTEE ON THE *UDICIARY 3UBCOMMITTEE ON )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY
#OMPETITION AND THE )NTERNET SUCCINCTLY STATED THE PROBLEM AND THE NEED FOR LEGAL
RECOURSE IN HER STATEMENT ARGUING THAT
ILLEGITIMATE DISTRIBUTORS ARE INCREASINGLY TURNING TO STREAMING TO DELIVER
WORKS BECAUSE IT IS FASTER CHEAPER AND MORE CONVENIENT !S A RESULT AT ANY
GIVEN TIME USERS ARE ONE OR TWO CLICKS AWAY FROM LISTENING OR VIEWING ANY
TELEVISION PROGRAM MOVIE MUSIC VIDEO OR SONG IN THE WORLD n ALL WITH NO
RETURN TO THE CREATOR
3ANDRA !ISTARS FURTHER ASSERTED THAT THIS !CT WILL HARMONIZE THE PENALTIES IN SYNC
WITH OTHER FORMS OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AND WOULD SIGNAL TO DISTRIBUTORS AT ILLICIT
STREAMING SITES THAT THEY CAN FACE PROSECUTION
 !$-).7()4% 0!0%2 SUPRA NOTE  AT 
3ANDRA !ISTARS ALSO URGED THE
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY TO REFLECT ON THE FACT THAT SEVERAL LEGAL ALTERNATIVES TO
 4(% #/--%2#)!, &%,/.9 342%!-).' !#4 3  TH #ONG 	 3ENATOR #HRISTOPHER #OONS
$$%	 WAS ALSO A COSPONSOR )D
 3  4HE #OMMERCIAL &ELONY 3TREAMING !CT -0!!/2' -AY  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWW
MPAAORG2ESOURCESFFCDEEECPDF ;HEREINAFTER 3  4HE #OMMERCIAL &ELONY
3TREAMING !CT=
 0ROTECTING ,EGITIMATE #OMMERCE /NLINE 4HE !24 !CT THE .%4 !CT AND )LLEGAL 3TREAMING (EARING
"EFORE THE ( #OMM ON THE *UDICIARY 3UBCOMM ON )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY #OMPETITION AND THE )NTERNET TH
#ONG  	 STATEMENT OF 3ANDRA !ISTARS %XEC $IR #OPYRIGHT !LLIANCE	
 )D
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VIDEO STREAMING ARE AVAILABLE TO CONSUMERS SUCH AS 3ONYS -USIC 5NLIMITED OR
-AJOR ,EAGUE "ASEBALLS -,"COM
4HE POSSIBLE PENALTIES FOR PIRACY UNDER THIS !CT ARE FINES AND JAIL SENTENCES IF A
CONSUMER STREAMS TEN OR MORE TELEVISION EPISODES OR MOVIES IN A DAY PERIOD
AND IF THE RETAIL VALUE OF THE DIGITAL CONTENT IS MORE THAN  AND THE LICENSES
GREATER THAN  4HIS !CT IS SUPPORTED BY THE 53 #HAMBER OF #OMMERCE THE
-OTION 0ICTURE !SSOCIATION OF !MERICA THE )NDEPENDENT &ILM AND 4ELEVISION
!SSOCIATION $IRECTORS 'UILD OF !MERICA )NTERNATIONAL !LLIANCE OF 4HEATRICAL 3TAGE
%MPLOYEES 3CREEN !CTORS 'UILD !MERICAN &EDERATION OF 4ELEVISION AND 2ADIO
!RTISTS 5LTIMATE &IGHTING #HAMPIONSHIP .ATIONAL !SSOCIATION OF 4HEATER /WNERS
AND THE 2ECORDING )NDUSTRY !SSOCIATION OF !MERICA 3O HOW WILL THIS LEGISLATION
ACT AS A DETERRENT TO CURB CONSUMER COMPLICITY )N THE NEXT SECTION AN OVERVIEW OF
ACADEMIC RESEARCH IN CONSUMER COMPLICITY DEBATES THIS QUESTION
IV. CONSUMER COMPLICITY FOR FAKES 
4HE ACADEMIC LITERATURE IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS ETHICS MARKETING INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS AND THE LIKE IS REPLETE WITH STUDIES THAT AIM TO DESCRIBE THE DIFFERENT
VARIABLES THAT EITHER DEFINE THE COMPLICIT CONSUMER EG AGE INCOME	 THEIR ATTITUDE
TOWARDS ILLICIT GOODS EG AN ANTIBIG BUSINESS SENTIMENT	 AN ETHICAL PERSPECTIVE
EG PIRACY IS AN IMMORAL ACT	 OR OTHER VARIABLES THAT STIMULATE THE ILLICIT ACT SUCH
AS THE EASE OF DOWNLOADING OR STREAMING ILLEGAL CONTENT 4ABLE  IS BASED ON WHAT
WE DEEM INTRINSIC EG PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONSUMER	 VERSUS EXTRINSIC
EG THE VIRTUAL SHOPPING ENVIRONMENT	 THAT SHAPE THE OVERALL DEMAND FOR
COMPLICITY OF FAKE GOODS
 )D
 4(% #/--%2#)!, &%,/.9 342%!-).'!#4 3  e A		!	n"	 TH #ONG 	
 3EE 3  4HE #OMMERCIAL &ELONY 3TREAMING !CT SUPRA NOTE  LISTING THE SUPPORTERS OF THE !CT	
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6
 3EE EG 0EGGY % #HAUDHRY  3TEPHEN ! 3TUMPF #ONSUMER #OMPLICITY 7ITH #OUNTERFEIT 0RODUCTS 
* #/.35-%2 -+4'  n 	 EXAMINING FACTORS WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO CONSUMER COMPLICITY SUCH AS
hETHICAL IDEOLOGIES THE CULTURAL VALUE OF COLLECTIVISM HEDONIC SHOPPING ETHICAL CONCERN AND PERCEIVED PRODUCT
QUALITYv	 3TEPHEN ! 3TUMPF 0EGGY % #HAUDHRY  ,EANN 0ERRETTA &AKE #AN "USINESS 3TANCH THE &LOW OF
#OUNTERFEIT 0RODUCTS  * "53 342!4%'9  n 	 DISCUSSING MEANINGFUL DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN AUTHENTIC
AND COUNTERFEIT PRODUCTS AND THE REASONS CONSUMERS ARE COMPLICIT	 0EGGY #HAUDHRY  3TEPHEN 3TUMPF
'ETTING 2EAL !BOUT &AKES 7!,, 34 * !UG   AT 2 	 REPORTING THE RESULTS OF A SURVEY OF WHAT
MAKES "RAZILIAN 2USSIAN )NDIAN #HINESE AND !MERICAN CONSUMERS BUY COUNTERFEIT PRODUCTS	
 3EE #(!5$(29  :)--%2-!. SUPRA NOTE  AT n EXPLAINING THAT CONSUMER COMPLICITY TO BUY
COUNTERFEIT PRODUCTS IS A RESULT OF BOTH INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC FACTORS	
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TABLE 1. VARIABLES THAT INDUCE CONSUMER COMPLICITY  
TO PURCHASE COUNTERFEIT GOODS
)NTRINSIC $ETERMINANTS
 
%XTRINSIC $ETERMINANTS
$EMOGRAPHICS OF #ONSUMER 0RODUCT !TTRIBUTES
!GE INCOME LEVEL OF EDUCATION GENDER )MAGE0ERCEIVED FASHION CONTENT
(IGH VS LOW SPENDERS OF COUNTERFEIT
GOODS
0RICE 1UALITY 0ERFORMANCE
,EVEL OF DISPOSABLE INCOME )NVESTMENTATRISK
/THER PSYCHOGRAPHIC VARIABLES
;EG RISKTAKER=
0URPOSE ;PERSONAL USE VS GIFT=
!TTITUDE TOWARDS #OUNTERFEITING 3HOPPING %XPERIENCE
!NTIBIG BUSINESS SENTIMENT ,OCATION ;EG )NTERNET FLEA MARKET=
3OCIAL BENEFIT OF DISSEMINATION 3ITUATION ;EG HOLIDAY TRIP IN #HINA=
!TTITUDE OF COUNTERFEITS IN A PRODUCT
CATEGORY ;MOVIES VS PHARMACEUTICALS=
%ASE OF ACCESSING COUNTERFEITS ;EG
)NTERNET DOWNLOADS=
#ULTURAL 6ALUE 3OCIAL -ARKETING #OMMUNICATIONS
)NDIVIDUALISM VS #OLLECTIVISM %FFECTIVENESS OF ANTIPIRACY ADS
%THICAL 0ERSPECTIVE
!TTITUDE TOWARDS MORALITY AND LAWFULNESS
)DEALISM AND 2ELATIVISM
)N  THE -OTION 0ICTURE !SSOCIATION -0!	 IN THEIR STUDY ON THE COST OF
MOVIE PIRACY FOUND THAT THE TYPICAL CONSUMER OF FAKE GOODS WAS AGED  MALE
AND LIVED IN AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT 4HIS VERY GENERAL DEPICTION OF THE COMPLICIT
CONSUMER BASED ON A FEW DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS REVEALS A YOUTHFUL GENERATION
WILLING TO PLAY IN AN INTERNET PIRACY GAME !  STUDY CONDUCTED FOR THE "3! BY
(ARRIS )NTERACTIVE INVOLVING  YOUTH AGED 	 REPORTED THE PERCENTAGE OF
RESPONDENTS FREELY ADMITTING TO DOWNLOADING MUSIC 	 SOFTWARE 	 GAMES
	 AND MOVIES 	 4HE SENTIMENT AMONGST THESE YOUTHS WAS THAT THEIR
MAJOR CONCERNS ABOUT DOWNLOADING SOFTWARE MUSIC OR MOVIES WITHOUT PAYING FOR IT
WERE ACCIDENTALLY DOWNLOADING A VIRUS ONTO THE COMPUTER 	 GETTING IN TROUBLE
WITH THE LAW 	 ACCIDENTALLY DOWNLOADING SPYWARE ONTO THE COMPUTER 	
AND GETTING IN TROUBLE WITH THEIR PARENTS 	
 )D AT  4ABLE 
 -0!  ,%+ 4HE #OST OF -OVIE 0IRACY !N !NALYSIS 0REPARED BY ,%+ FOR THE -OTION 0ICTURE
!SSOCIATION  	 HTTPMPAIORGPDFLEKSUMMARY-0!REVISEDPDF
 #HAUDHRY ET AL SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 9OUTH AND $OWNLOADING "53 3/&47!2% !,,)!.#% 4ABLE  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWBSA
ORGCOUNTRY2ESEARCHAND3TATISTICS^MEDIA%&&!$&"""$#&ASHX
 )D AT 4ABLE 
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)T IS CLEAR THAT THERE ARE COMPLICIT CONSUMERS THAT ARE FREQUENTLY DOWNLOADING OR
STREAMING ILLICIT DIGITAL CONTENT YET THERE HAVE BEEN RELATIVELY FEW STUDIES CONDUCTED
ON HOW COMPANIES CAN CURB THIS ILLICIT DEMAND BY WAY OF DEMARKETING TECHNIQUES
)N THE BOOK 4HE %CONOMICS OF #OUNTERFEIT 4RADE 'OVERNMENTS #ONSUMERS 0IRATES
AND )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS THE AUTHORS REVIEW PREVIOUS ANTIPIRACY
ADVERTISEMENTS THAT HAVE USED ROLE MODELS PEER PRESSURE EDUCATION FEAR NEGATIVE
ASSOCIATION WITH DISTRIBUTORS OF FAKE PRODUCTS AND REWARDS THROUGH WHISTLEBLOWING
TO QUESTION WHETHER ANY OF THESE DEMARKETING MESSAGES HAVE EFFECTIVELY CURBED
CONSUMER DEMAND !N EXAMPLE OF USING BOTH EDUCATION AND ROLE MODELS TO SWAY
CONSUMER OPINION ON OBTAINING FAKES WAS THE h-ISSION TO 3TOP 0IRACYv CAMPAIGN
LAUNCHED FEATURING BOTH *ACKIE #HAN AND !RNOLD 3CHWARZENEGGER IN VARIOUS MEDIA
SPOTS TO DENOUNCE PIRACY 4HIS CAMPAIGN WAS LAUNCHED BY THE )NTELLECTUAL
0ROPERTY $EPARTMENT OF THE (ONG +ONG 3PECIAL !DMINISTRATIVE 2EGION THAT EVEN
INCLUDED A WEBCAST OF *ACKIE AND !RNOLD ACTING OUT THEIR FICTIONAL MISSION TO STOP
PIRACY ON MOTORCYCLES IN A SCENE THAT LINKS THE PIRACY TRADE TO ORGANIZED CRIME
4HE "USINESS 3OFTWARE !LLIANCE HOSTS A UNIQUE WEBSITE CYBERTREEHOUSECOM THAT HAS
BEEN DESIGNED TO EDUCATE YOUNG CYBER CONSUMERS TO BETTER UNDERSTAND THE VALUE OF
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY &OR EXAMPLE AT THIS SITE A LINK NAMED h3MART  5NCOOLv
CAUTIONS A YOUNG CONSUMER THAT h)TS 5.#//, TO USE THE )NTERNET TO x DOWNLOAD
OR SHARE COPYRIGHTED SOFTWARE PROGRAMS MUSIC MOVIES OR GAMES WITHOUT PAYING
FOR THEMv /THER DEMARKETING TECHNIQUES SUCH AS REWARD ARE ILLUSTRATED AT THIS
WEBSITE AT THE h"E #YBER 3AFEv LINK THAT LISTS THE h#YBER %THICS #HAMPION #ODEv
THAT ALLOWS THE YOUNG CONSUMER TO PRINT OUT A CERTIFICATE THAT REVEALS THAT HE OR SHE
IS A SAVVY CYBER KID
-ARKETING PROFESSIONALS HAVE ESTABLISHED THAT USING A DEMARKETING TACTIC SUCH AS
FEAR CAN BE A SUCCESSFUL DISINCENTIVE TO REDUCE CONSUMER COMPLICITY WITH ILLICIT
 /NE OF THE FEW WORKS TO ADDRESS THIS ISSUE IS THE BOOK 4HE %CONOMICS OF #OUNTERFEIT 4RADE
'OVERNMENTS #ONSUMERS 0IRATES AND )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY 2IGHTS BY 0EGGY #HAUDHRY AND !LAN :IMMERMAN 3EE
#(!5$(29  :)--%2-!. SUPRA NOTE  AT n DISCUSSING ANTIPIRACY MARKETING STRATEGIES TO CURB
CONSUMER COMPLICITY TO COUNTERFEIT GOODS	
 )D AT  4HE BOOK ILLUSTRATES VARIOUS DEMARKETING ADVERTISEMENTS DESIGNED TO CURB ILLICIT DEMAND
FROM THE "USINESS 3OFTWARE !LLIANCE THE -OTION 0ICTURE !SSOCIATION AND THE LIKE )D AT n 4HE BOOK ALSO
ILLUSTRATES PROPIRACY ADVERTISEMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN PLACED ON THE )NTERNET TO MOCK THESE CAMPAIGNS )D AT n

 )D AT 
 4HIS CAMPAIGN WAS TARGETED AT CONSUMERS IN THE !SIAN MARKET AND THE WEBCAST WAS BROADCAST IN
%NGLISH AND IN THREE #HINESE DIALECTS )D SEE -ISSION TO 3TOP 0IRACY 4(% ).&/ 3%26 $%04 4(% '/64 /& 4(%
(/.' +/.' 30%#)!, !$-). 2%')/. HTTPWWWISDGOVHKENGTVAPI?IPHTML LAST UPDATED $EC 
	 DISPLAYING THE VIDEO AND A TRANSCRIPT OF DIALOGUE BETWEEN *ACKIE #HAN AND !RNOLD 3CHWARZENEGGER
CONDEMNING THE PURCHASE OF PIRATED MATERIAL	 SEE GENERALLY ).4%,,%#45!, 02/0%249 $%04 4(% '/64 /& 4(%
(/.' +/.' 30%#)!, !$-). 2%')/. HTTPWWWIPDGOVHKENGHOMEHTM LAST UPDATED 3EPT  	 THE
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION OF THE h-ISSION TO 3TOP 0IRACYv	
 3EE #9"%2 42%% (/53% "53 3/&47!2% !,,)!.#% HTTPWWWCYBERTREEHOUSECOM LAST VISITED 3EPT
 	 DEPICTING HOW THE "USINESS 3OFTWARE !LLIANCE IS REACHING OUT TO YOUNG CYBERCITIZENS	
 )D
 3EE ID PROMOTING THE IDEA THAT h;B=EING A SMART CYBER KID MEANS RESPECTING OTHER PEOPLES
CREATIVITYv	
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PRODUCTS 3OME DEMARKETING CAMPAIGNS SUCH AS THE -OTION 0ICTURE !SSOCIATIONS
h9OU #AN #LICK "UT 9OU #ANT (IDEv CAMPAIGN USED THE POTENTIAL OF LEGAL
PROSECUTION AS A VIABLE TACTIC TO SLOW THE GROWTH OF CONSUMER DEMAND )RONICALLY
THIS ADVERTISEMENT ACTUALLY DREW SEVERAL BLOG REBUTTALS AND ADVERTISEMENTS AGAINST
ANTIPIRACY ON THE )NTERNET SUCH AS h9OU #AN 3UE "UT 9OU #ANT #ATCH
%VERYONEv
4HERE HAS BEEN GROWTH OF ANTIPIRACY CAMPAIGNS IN THE MEDIA USING A VARIETY OF
MESSAGES RANGING FROM ROLE MODELS DENOUNCING PIRACY TO INTERACTIVE WEBSITES
DESIGNED TO DEVELOP CYBER CITIZENS OF THE FUTURE WHO WILL RESPECT INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS
4HE MONITORING OF AD CAMPAIGNS ON THE WEB POSTED BY PROPIRACY
ADVOCATES IS AN IMPORTANT PHENOMENON FOR COMPANIES TO GAUGE WHETHER FUTURE
ANTICOUNTERFEITING MANEUVERS WILL ACTUALLY WORK TO ALTER PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE
PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
 4HE MAIN CONCERN IS WHETHER ANY OF THESE ANTIPIRACY TACTICS HAVE
ACTUALLY WORKED TO DETER CONSUMER COMPLICITY WITH FAKE GOODS /F FURTHER CONCERN
IS THE WIDESPREAD SUPPORT FOR PIRACY ON THE )NTERNET AND THE REBUTTALS TO ANTIPIRACY
AD CAMPAIGNS 4HE KEY TO STUDYING CONSUMER COMPLICITY IS TO ACTUALLY TEST THE
SALIENCE OF DEMARKETING MESSAGES IN VARIOUS MEDIA OUTLETS TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE
MESSAGE APPEAL ACTUALLY CHANGES THE BEHAVIOR OF THE TARGETED AUDIENCE
V. CONCLUSION 
#OMPANIES ARE DEVOTING ATTENTION AND EFFORT TO DEVISING EFFECTIVE WAYS TO DECREASE
)NTERNET PIRACY AS THEY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE CONSUMER MAY NOT BE AWARE OF THE
MAGNITUDE OF THE FINANCIAL LOSSES THAT COMPANIES ATTRIBUTE TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
THEFT AND THE CONSUMER CAN MISCALCULATE THEIR ABILITY TO BE PROSECUTED FOR THIS ILLICIT
 #(!5$(29  :)--%2-!. SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 9OU #AN #LICK BUT 9OU #ANgT (IDE -/4)/. 0)#452% !33. /& !- 	 HTTPTHOMASHAWKCOM
YOUCANCLICKBUTYOUCANTHIDEHTML SEE ALSO 9OU #AN #LICK BUT 9OU #ANT (IDE HTTPENWIKI
PEDIAORGWIKI9OU?CAN?CLICK?BUT?YOU?CANT?HIDE LAST UPDATED -ARCH  	 GIVING A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THIS
FEARBASED DEMARKETING CAMPAIGN	
 3EE EG !NGRY 2EMIX OF h9OU #AN #LICK BUT 9OU #ANT (IDEv HTTPBOINGBOINGNETANGRY
REMIXOFYOUCHTML LAST UPDATED &EB  	 h9OU CAN SUE BUT YOU CANT CATCH EVERYONEv	 #F 0ARODY OF
-0!! #LICK BUT YOU CANgT HIDE POSTER !UG    0-	 HTTPBOINGBOINGNETPARODYOF
MPAACLICKHTML h9OU CAN CLICK BUT YOU CANT STOP SNEERINGv	
 3EE -ARK 3WENEY !NTI0IRACY #AMPAIGN !IMS TO 7IN /VER 'ENERATION 9PAY OF )NTERNET 5SERS 4(%
'5!2$)!. 3EPT  	 HTTPWWWGUARDIANCOUKTECHNOLOGYSEPANTIPIRACYCAMPAIGNBILL
FILESHARING).4#-032#( DESCRIBING AN ANTIPIRACY CAMPAIGN AIMED AT YOUNG AUDIENCES FEATURING
CELEBRITIES SENDING A POSITIVE MESSAGE THAT LEGAL DOWNLOADING WILL KEEP THE VIEWERS FAVORITE ACTORS AND SHOWS ON
SCREEN	 4HE "EATLES "ACK 5+ !NTI0IRACY -USIC #AMPAIGN (5&&).'4/. 0/34 !UG  	
HTTPWWWHUFFINGTONPOSTCOMTHEBEATLESBACKUKANTIP?N?HTML DISCUSSING 4HE "EATLES
AND OTHER MUSIC ARTISTSg PARTICIPATION IN THE ANTIPIRACY CAMPAIGN h-USIC -ATTERSv	 SEE ALSO -ISSION TO 3TOP
0IRACY SUPRA NOTE  #9"%2 42%%(/53% SUPRA NOTE 
 3EE EG 2 #RAIG ,EFEBVRE 4HE 0S OF $EMARKETING 4OBACCO 5SE/. 3/#-+4'  3/# #(!.'% 3EPT
 	 HTTPSOCIALMARKETINGBLOGSCOMR?CRAIIG?LEFEBVRES?SOCIALTHEPSOFDEMARKETINGTOBACCO
USEHTML COMMENTING ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TOBACCO ADVERTISEMENTS IN LIGHT OF THE OVERALL POSITIVE EFFECT ON
SMOKERS FEELINGS ABOUT QUITTING SMOKING	
0:<<N % #=6J9=GN 0=$
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BEHAVIOR 4HERE HAVE BEEN BOTH RECENT TRENDS WHICH HAVE FACILITATED THE GROWTH OF
DIGITAL PIRACY IN THE PAST DECADE AS WELL AS ENFORCEMENT MEASURES ACTING TO CURB THE
SPREAD OF PIRACY 4HE COMMON DENOMINATORS TO ASSIST THE GROWTH OF PIRACY IN THE
GLOBAL MARKETPLACE ARE NAMELY THAT 	 )NTERNET PENETRATION RATES ARE GROWING
ESPECIALLY IN EMERGING MARKETS 	 THE CONSUMER IS WILLING TO DOWNLOAD ANDOR
STREAM ILLICIT PRODUCTS IN CYBERSPACE AND 	 THE SUPPLY OF ILLICIT CONTENT REMAINS
INTACT TO FEED CONSUMER DEMAND ! FEW OF THE RECENT LEGISLATIVE AND LEGAL
DEVELOPMENTS DESIGNED TO IMPEDE THE COUNTERFEIT MARKET ARE THE VARIOUS
ENFORCEMENT TACTICS SUCH AS THE COURT CASE AGAINST "4 IN THE 5+ AND PENDING
GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION SUCH AS 4HE #OMMERCIAL &ELONY 3TREAMING !CT )T CAN BE
CONCLUDED THAT MANAGERS LAWYERS AND GOVERNMENT POLICYMAKERS FACE A MãL£E THAT
CONTINUES WITH THE SAME PLAYERS THE PIRATES THAT FEED THE SUPPLY OF FAKE PRODUCTS ON
THE )NTERNET THE CONSUMERS WHO ARE JUST A CLICK AWAY FROM STREAMING THEIR ILLICIT
DIGITAL CONTENT AND THE ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES THAT ARE TRYING TO STOP THE SUPPLY
AND DEMAND OF THIS TRADE IN FAKES WITH LEGISLATION THAT ATTEMPTS TO KEEP UP WITH THE
TECHNOLOGY
/VERALL POLICYMAKERS SHOULD BE DEBATING HOW MUCH ENFORCEMENT IS REQUIRED TO
SERIOUSLY DEMOTIVATE THE MAIN SUPPLIERS OF ILLEGAL DIGITAL CONTENT ON THE )NTERNET
&OR EXAMPLE IS 4HE #OMMERCIAL &ELONY 3TREAMING !CT REALLY GOING TO DISCOURAGE
 #(!5$(29  :)--%2-!. SUPRA NOTE  AT  3EE 7HITNEY $ 'UNTER )NTERNET 3CALLYWAGS !
#OMPARATIVE !NALYSIS OF -ULTIPLE &ORMS AND -EASUREMENTS OF $IGITAL 0IRACY  7 #2)-)./,/'9 2%6  
	 SUGGESTING THAT PUNISHMENT DOES NOT DETER INTERNET PIRATES OR NONPIRATES BECAUSE THEY DO NOT PERCEIVE
THE REPERCUSSIONS TO BE LIKELY AND SEVERE	
 3EE *AIN SUPRA NOTE  AT  DESCRIBING THE GROWTH OF PIRACY AND COMPANIESg EFFORTS TO DETER PIRATES
SUCH AS hMAKING THEIR PRODUCTS MORE DIFFICULT TO COPY USING DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT SOFTWAREv	
 3EE )NTERNET 7ORLD 3TATS 0ENETRATION 2ATE 3URVEY  SUPRA NOTE  DISCUSSING )NTERNET PENETRATION
INCREASES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD	 SEE ALSO !NTI0IRACY "53 3/&47!2% !,,)!.#% HTTPWWWBSAORG
COUNTRY!NTI0IRACYASPX LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 STATING THAT hAVAILABILITY OF PIRATED SOFTWAREv AND hNEW
USERS FROM SMALL BUSINESSES ENTERING THE MARKET FOR THE FIRST TIMEv ARE FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO INCREASED PIRACY
RATES	 (ALLIDAY SUPRA NOTE  DESCRIBING .EWZBIN AN )NTERNET WEBSITE WHICH ALLOWS USERS TO ACCESS ILLICIT
MATERIAL	
 4WENTIETH #ENTURY &OX &ILM #ORP V "RITISH 4ELECOMMS 0,# ;= %7(#  #H	 ;=
 3  TH #ONG 	
 3EE +EVIN - ,EMLEY 0ROTECTING #ONSUMERS &ROM 4HEMSELVES !LLEVIATING THE -ARKET )NEQUALITIES
#REATED BY /NLINE #OPYRIGHT )NFRINGEMENT IN THE %NTERTAINMENT )NDUSTRY  !," ,* 3#)  4%#(  
	 REFERRING TO PIRATES AS h4ECHNOLOGY 0ROVIDERSv WHO hDERIVE PLEASURE SIMPLY FROM BEATING PROTECTIVE
SYSTEMSv	
 3EE ID h)N THE @REAL WORLD WE ALL FOLLOW THE MAXIM THAT THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A FREE LUNCH   
(OWEVER WHEN WE GO ONLINE WE SUDDENLY EXPECT TO TAKE WHATEVER WE WANT ABSOLUTELY FREEv	
 3EE 4(% #/--%2#)!, &%,/.9 342%!-).' !#4 3  TH #ONG 	 PROPOSING AMENDMENTS TO
THE CRIMINAL PENALTY PROVISIONS FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT	 SEE ALSO !GREEMENT "ETWEEN THE 5NITED 3TATES OF
!MERICA AND THE (ASHEMITE +INGDOM OF *ORDAN ON THE %STABLISHMENT OF A &REE 4RADE !REA 53*ORDAN &REE 4RADE
!GREEMENT  53 #534 "  $%#  ART  	 DEMONSTRATING HOW INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS ARE INCORPORATED INTO FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS	 5GOLOVNYI +ODEKS 2OSSIISKOI &EDERATSI
;#RIMINAL #ODE OF 2USSIAN &EDERATION= ;5+ 2&= ;#RIMINAL #ODE=  ART  2USS	 DISCUSSING AN
INTERNATIONAL EXAMPLE OF HOW LEGISLATURE IS STRUGGLING TO CURB COUNTERFEITING OF MEDIA	
#JG7>C< #DCHJB:G #DBEA>8>IN ;DG #DJCI:G;:>IH
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BOTH SUPPLY AND DEMAND !S DISCUSSED IN PREVIOUS WORK THE SUPPLIERS OF ILLICIT
DIGITAL CONTENT MAY NOT BE MOTIVATED BY FINANCIAL REASONS AND RELEASE THE ILLICIT
PRODUCTS ON THE WEB AS A MATTER OF ARROGANCE IN AN INTRICATE hDIGITAL WARv WITH
COPYRIGHT HOLDERS )RONICALLY THE ISSUE OF DIGITAL PIRACY IS A PARADOXICAL
PREDICAMENT ENGULFED BY THE CONTINUAL ADVANCEMENT OF NOVEL TECHNOLOGY DESIGNED
TO GIVE CONSUMERS MORE ACCESS TO MOVIES MUSIC GAMES AND THE LIKE /N THE ONE
HAND THE )NTERNET HAS LITERALLY PROVIDED US WITH BOUNDLESS OPPORTUNITIES TO PROVIDE
FOR OUR INSATIABLE DEMAND FOR ENTERTAINMENT ANDOR INFORMATION ON OUR LAPTOPS
SMART PHONES AND THE LIKE #OULD WE HAVE CONCEIVED OR UNDERSTOOD A CONCEPT LIKE
STREAMING MOVIES ON A HANDHELD DEVICE VIA THE WEB A DECADE AGO /N THE OTHER
HAND ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY THAT INCLUDE BOTH OUR ACCESS TO THE )NTERNET THROUGH
VARIOUS HARDWARE EG AN I0HONE	 AND THE RISING )NTERNET MARKET PENETRATION RATES
WILL CONTINUE TO FOSTER A VIRTUAL COUNTERFEIT MARKET 3UCH A PARADOX WILL CONTINUE
TO STIMULATE CONTROVERSIAL DISCUSSION AND DEBATE WELL INTO THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE
ABOUT HOW TO CURB CONSUMER COMPLICITY FOR COUNTERFEITS IN A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT
 3EE $EJA 6IEW AS 'OVERNMENTS 4ARGET )LLEGAL 3TREAMERS 4(% "!"",).' ",/' *ULY  	
HTTPWWWBABBLETALK NETDEJAVIEWASGOVERNMENTSTARGETILLEGALSTREAMERS TRACING EXAMPLES OF
HOW TECHNOLOGY HAS STAYED AHEAD OF ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS	 #F ,UNARDI SUPRA NOTE  AT  STATING THAT THE
PIRACY WEBSITES hSEEM TO CONSTANTLY FIND NEW WAYS TO FACILITATE THE LOCATION OF INFRINGING CONTENTv	 *AIN SUPRA
NOTE  AT  CONCLUDING THAT UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS COPYING BY PIRATES CAN HAVE BENEFICIAL EFFECTS SUCH AS
REDUCING PRICE COMPETITION THAT OUTWEIGH COMPANIES LOST PROFITS	 BUT SEE-IKE -ASNICK 4ONS OF 9OU4UBE 5SERS
0UTTING 5P 6IDEOS IN 0ROTEST TO 3 4%#($)24 *ULY    0-	 HTTPWWWTECHDIRTCOMARTICLES
TONSYOUTUBEUSERSPUTTINGUPVIDEOSPROTESTTOSSHTML DESCRIBING THE
THOUSANDS OF VIDEOS 9OU4UBE USERS POSTED IN DISAPPROVAL OF 3	 /PPOSE #ONGRESS #RIMINAL 3TREAMING "ILL
%,%# &2/.4)%2 &/5.$ HTTPSSECUREEFFORGSITE!DVOCACYCMDDISPLAYPAGE5SER!CTIONID CALLING
FOR OPPOSITION OF 3 BECAUSE IT WILL hIMPOSE A CHILLING EFFECT AROUND THE POSTING AND CREATION OF ONLINE
VIDEOv	
 3EE ,EMLEY SUPRA NOTE  AT  h4HE MAIN PROBLEM WITH ;PIRATES= IS THAT THEY ARE NOT MOTIVATED BY
FINANCIAL GAINS    4HEIR PRIMARY GOAL IS TO DELIVER THEIR TECHNOLOGIES TO CONSUMERS ABSOLUTELY FREEv	
 3EE *AIN SUPRA NOTE  AT  EXPLAINING THE POSITIVE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE GROWTH OF THE )NTERNET
AND PIRACY	
 3EE EG $ARLA 7 *ACKSON 4HINKING !BOUT 4ECHNOLOGY 3TANDARD "ARCODES "EWARE n 3MARTPHONE 5SERS
-AY 0REFER 12 "ARCODES  ,!7 ,)"2 *  	 DISCUSSING hQUICK RESPONSEv BARCODES WHICH SMARTPHONE
CAMERAS CAN SCAN TO RECEIVE INFORMATION	 "),,0(/.% HTTPWWWBILLPHONECOM LAST VISITED 3EPT 
	 4HE "ILL0HONE SERVICE ALLOWS ONLINE SHOPPERS TO CHECK OUT USING ONLY THEIR PHONE NUMBERS AND APPLIES
THE CHARGES DIRECTLY TO CONSUMERS PHONE BILLS 'ET TO +NOW "ILL0HONE !LTERNATIVE /NLINE 0AYMENT 3ERVICE
"),,0(/.% HTTPWWWBILLPHONECOMGET?TO?KNOW?BILLPHONE LAST VISITED 3EPT  	
 3EE *ACKSON SUPRA NOTE  AT  REPORTING THAT  OF COLLEGE STUDENTS IN ONE SURVEY HAD PHONES
WITH )NTERNET ACCESS	 SEE ALSO !PPS FOR I0HONE !00,% HTTPWWWAPPLECOMIPHONEAPPSFORIPHONE LAST
VISITED 3EPT  	 BOASTING OVER  APPLICATIONS hAPPSv	 FOR USE ON THE !PPLE I0HONE INCLUDING
BARCODE SCANNERS FOR PRICE COMPARISON AND A NEW VERSION OF THE POPULAR ONLINE SHOPPING WEBSITE
!MAZONCOM	 )NTERNET 7ORLD 3TATS 0ENETRATION 2ATE 3URVEY  SUPRA NOTE 
 3EE EG #HAUDHRY ET AL SUPRA NOTE  AT n DISCUSSING NEW TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS DIGITAL
WATERMARKING AND FINGERPRINTING SOFTWARE SPLITTING VIRTUAL LEASHING AND BRAND PROTECTION SOFTWARE
ARCHITECTURE DESIGNED TO CURB OR DETECT PIRACY	
